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Because I know that a person can't live like in their
favorite movie
Whenever someone falls in love
I may seek out my own story a little too much
Before my eyes you smile a smile that seems
mysterious, you and I are... 

We happened upon each other even though I had no
map
This is me wanting to quietly trust love, it reaches to my
tears
You're in range of me, there's no replacement for you
The mark of tonight

We were born in different cities, and we spent our days
different
But unexpectedly, we hum the same song
The miracles just pile up, and we dream the same
dream right now
The future is faint
But we go well together, and that's good
But my cheeks are hot, even though I don't have a
fever
I feel all of the winds, everywhere
I'm so close to you that I seem to wipe your sadness
away
I don't want to leave you
The mark of tonight

Before my eyes you smile a smile that seems
mysterious, you and I are... 

We happened upon each other even though I had no
map
This is me wanting to quietly trust love, it reaches to my
tears
You're in range of me, there's no replacement for you
The mark of tonight

I arrived here, even though I had no map
There, you and the flowers both were trembling
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It's not a particularly special love
But there's no replacmenet for you, the mark of tonight
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